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INTrOduCTION

IN late May 2011 an official-looking white envelope, ominously 
bearing the stamp Room 101, popped through my letterbox . It 
contained the death certificate of a long-lost relative and ended a 

search for what became of him which had occupied much of my time 
for the best part of 20 years . 

I didn’t know of the existence of my great uncle George until I 
inherited my grandmother’s collection of postcards and photographs 
on her death in 1974 . Among her treasured memories were a number 
of photographs and postcards of a young man in vintage football kit 
and proudly sporting a Scottish cap bearing the date 1910 . My father 
identified	the	mystery	man	as	George	Robertson,	my	grandmother’s	
older brother, and revealed that he had played professional football 
for Motherwell and Scotland before the First World War .

My grandmother’s collection of postcards and photographs formed 
the core of an exhibition on the history of the village of Menstrie which 
was mounted by the local Community Council and managed to stir a 
few memories . It was very well received by those who visited it . Many 
people asked about the football player and I was embarrassed to say 
that, although we were distantly related, I knew nothing of his life and 
background.	After	the	exhibition	was	dismantled	my	father	surprised	
me by telling the story of his uncle causing a riot at an international 
football match in Dublin in 1913 .
It	was	 to	find	out	more	about	 this	 family	 legend	 that	finally	

spurred me on to begin researching my own family’s history and 
specifically	 to	 learn	more	 about	George	 and	 his	 distinguished	
football career . Further digging revealed that my great uncle George 
Robertson had indeed played for Motherwell and Scotland over 100 
years	ago.	He	first	made	a	name	for	himself	as	a	part-time	player	
with	Motherwell	in	the	first	decade	of	the	20th	century	and	it	is	
a	tribute	to	his	skills	that	he	became	the	first	Motherwell	player	
to be capped for Scotland while still holding down a full-time job 
outside football . 
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George eventually swapped life in one major steel centre for full-
time	football	in	another,	moving	to	Sheffield	to	join	The	Wednesday	
(later	to	become	Sheffield	Wednesday)	in	1910.	Here	he	probably	
reached the pinnacle of his career, being once described as the best 
outside-left	 in	Britain	and	winning	 the	hearts	of	one	half	of	 the	
football fans in his new home city, where he won three more caps for 
his country . 

A serious knee injury and the little matter of the First World War 
deprived George of a few playing years when he could have been 
expected to be at the peak of his powers . He was ultimately let go by 
Wednesday and returned to Scotland and joined East Fife who were 
then playing in the Central League . 

George packed a lot into his years in the professional football ranks . 
He	won	two	Lanarkshire	Cups	while	with	Motherwell.	He	was	the	first	
Motherwell player to be selected for the Scottish League team in 1910 
although he was unable to play because Motherwell were involved in 
an	important	Scottish	Cup	quarter-final	tie.	He	became	Motherwell’s	
first	full	Scottish	international	player	that	same	year.
He	 took	 part	 in	 The	 Wednesday’s	 first	 continental	 tour	 to	

Scandinavia where he played against Danish and Swedish international 
sides.	He	took	part	in	Wednesday’s	first	Sunday	match	during	that	
tour . He was responsible for Wednesday becoming nicknamed The 
Owls . He was at the heart of the riot which followed the Ireland v 
Scotland international in Dublin in 1913 . He was part of the East Fife 
squad which won the Qualifying Cup in 1920 and he took part in East 
Fife’s	first	ever	Scottish	League	match	in	1921.
When	I	was	a	child	my	father	was	often	away	for	long	periods	so	

it	was	my	grandfather,	Andrew	Paterson,	who	took	me	to	my	first	
football match . My grandfather was a good all-round sportsman in 
his day and had, I think, some vague connection with Falkirk Football 
Club	so	it	was	at	their	Brockville	ground	that	I	saw	my	first	football	
match . Together we saw Falkirk’s great Scottish Cup-winning side of 
1957	although	I	wasn’t	allowed	to	go	to	the	semi-final	or	final.
It	wasn’t	long	after	that	season	that	we	switched	our	allegiance	to	

Motherwell and my grandfather would take me along to Fir Park 
for every home game . It wasn’t until I started the research for this 
book that I began to question why we made the lengthy bus and train 
journey from Clackmannanshire to Motherwell every second week 
rather than follow the fortunes of one of our local teams, Alloa or 
Stirling Albion . 

It soon became obvious that there was some old family connection 
in addition to the fact that my grandfather appreciated the brand of 
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football played by the Motherwell team under the stewardship of the 
legendary Bobby Ancell .

This little book is the product of many years of pleasurable research 
and tells the story of the football career of my great uncle, George 
Robertson – a distinguished player of his day with Yoker Athletic, 
Motherwell,	Sheffield	Wednesday,	East	Fife	and	Scotland.	George	is	
mentioned in numerous football histories but over the years so many 
inaccuracies have attached themselves to his biographical notes that it 
seems only right to correct these errors based on the documentation 
I have managed to gather together .

George’s football career spanned some momentous events in 
world history from the Boer War, the death of Queen Victoria, the 
first	powered	flight,	the	establishment	of	the	Suffragette	movement,	
Bleriot’s	cross-Channel	flight,	the	race	to	the	South	Pole,	the	sinking	
of the Titanic, political tension throughout Europe culminating in 
the carnage of the First World War, the sinking of the Lusitania, the 
Easter uprising in Ireland, the Russian Revolution, the scuttling of the 
German	fleet	in	Scapa	Flow,	women	getting	the	vote	and	the	discovery	
of Tutankhamun’s tomb .

In the football world it takes us back to the days of only two points 
for	a	win;	when	goalkeepers	wore	the	same	jerseys	as	outfield	players	
and were usually distinguished only by a cap; when jerseys didn’t bear 
a number or player’s name and sponsorship was unheard of . When 
attacking players had to have three defenders between them and the 
goal to be onside and when playing two or three games in a matter of 
days was not unusual . They were hardy souls then .

George’s story had a beginning, a middle, but, until recently, no 
ending.	After	the	death	of	my	grandmother,	George’s	youngest	sibling,	
the two branches of the family lost touch . It has taken the best part 
of 20 years, pursuing a whole host of false leads in the New World 
from	as	far	apart	as	Canada	and	Florida,	to	find	out	where	and	when	
he died or how his family prospered in the home that he established 
for them in the uSA .

Interesting scraps of information keep cropping up though . 
Recently I discovered that George’s son, also George, had been elected 
to the New England Soccer Hall of Fame and that his oldest son, 
Robert, had also played professional soccer .

Somewhere across the Atlantic Ocean there may be some families 
who are, perhaps, unaware of the exploits of their illustrious Scottish 
forebear . 

This book is to help them understand the high regard in which 
George was held in the steel centres of the uK . 
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My principal sources for all the football material were the local 
papers – in Motherwell, the Motherwell Times	and	in	Sheffield	the 
Football & Sports Special (known as the Green ’Un).	I	have	trusted	their	
match reports as their reporters were more familiar with the players in 
their areas rather than the national daily papers whom I have found 
to be, on occasion, wildly inaccurate . For example, one Scottish daily 
listed George in a Motherwell team line-up on a day that he was on 
international duty with Scotland .
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1

HEArTH ANd HOME – THE 
MENSTrIE YEArS

GEORGE Clark Robertson (the spelling used on his birth 
certificate)	was	born	on	7	March	1885	at	his	parents’	home	
in the village of Menstrie, Clackmannanshire . George’s 

father, Robert, was one of a long line of joiners and wrights who had 
originated in Perthshire then moved south into Kinross-shire before 
turning westward into Clackmannanshire .

The family business had been established on the banks of the 
Menstrie Burn by Robert’s father, David, and Robert inherited the 
business when his father retired . Robert Robertson married Isabella 
Campbell, the daughter of Samuel Campbell who kept sheep at Jerah, 
up Menstrie Glen, high in the Ochil Hills . On settling in Menstrie, 
Isabella become the village midwife, and was popularly known as 
‘Easy’, a play on her name but also recording her skill at easing the 
mothers of Menstrie through childbirth .
Robert	and	Isabella	had	seven	children,	of	whom	five	survived	

beyond	childhood.	Their	first-born,	David	Clark	Robertson,	was	born	
in Menstrie in 1874 but died aged only 18 months from bronchitis 
and emphysema . Samuel Campbell Robertson was born only four 
months	after	his	brother	died	but	sadly	only	lived	for	eight	years	before	
succumbing to scarlet fever . 
Mary	Clark	Robertson	was	the	first	girl	of	the	family.	She	was	born	

in 1878 and like many young girls of the time, went into service, later 
working in some grand town-houses in Cheltenham and Leamington 
Spa . Mary never married but returned to Scotland to live in the family 
home	at	Croft	House,	Middletown,	Menstrie.	She	died	in	a	nursing	
home in Alloa in 1967 . 

Robert and Isabella’s next two children, Robert Robertson Jr . and 
Hugh Campbell Robertson, were born in 1879 and 1881 respectively . 
Both followed their father into the joinery trade and eventually 
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moved to Glasgow where they raised their families . Robert returned 
to Menstrie where he died in 1966 but Hugh remained in the city 
where he passed away in 1978 .
George	was	the	sixth	child,	the	fifth	and	final	boy	of	the	family.	

His primary education was at the village school in Menstrie and he 
probably received his secondary education in nearby Alva . His birth 
certificate	records	his	full	name	as	George	Clark	Robertson,	the	Clark	
(sometimes	spelt	with	an	‘e’)	coming	from	his	grandmother,	Mary	
Clark(e),	who	hailed	from	Madderty	in	Perthshire.

My grandmother, Helen Kirk Robertson, the youngest of the 
family, was born in 1892 . She worked as a French polisher in a furniture 
factory in the village where she met her future husband, wood-turner 
Andrew	Paterson.	The	couple	married	in	1919	after	Andrew	returned	
from service with the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders in France . 
Mary	and	Helen	(Nellie)	inherited	the	family	home	after	the	death	
of their mother and remained there until the house was demolished 
in 1967 .  

George’s early years are still largely undocumented but we know 
that he received his primary school education at the village school 
in Menstrie where he appears in a group photograph in 1894 . His 
secondary school education would likely have been completed at 
Alva Academy two miles to the east of Menstrie . Sadly Clackmannan 
County Archives do not have the school rolls for the period between 
1892 and 1904 when George would have been a pupil .

The 1901 Census reveals that the 16-year-old George was an 
apprentice	baker,	living	then	with	the	family	at	Croft	House	–	later	
allocated the address 21 Ochil Road – with mother Isabella, brothers 
Robert	and	Hugh	and	sister	Nellie	(Helen)	along	with	boarder	William	
Cumming . We do not know where George worked but it is possible 
that he was employed by one of the local Co-operative Society Bakers 
or	by	one	of	the	four	family	bakery	firms	working	in	nearby	Alva.	As	
George married a girl from Alva I strongly suspect that he began his 
working life in that town .

George’s older brothers Robert and Hugh were both joiners to 
trade and moved to Glasgow in the early years of the 20th century 
where there were plenty of opportunities for good tradesmen in the 
rapidly expanding city . The boys’ uncle James had a successful joinery 
business in the Gorbals area and it is possible that they worked with 
him for a while .

George, too, clearly moved to the west of Scotland to advance 
his career . When we next come across him it is in the pages of the 
Motherwell Times newspaper of 27 July 1906 which listed the players 
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Motherwell Football Club had signed for the coming season, 
describing George as the former Yoker Athletic forward . On 3 August 
1906 the Clydebank and Renfrew Press	confirmed	that	Yoker’s	left-
winger Robertson was one of two players to turn senior and had joined 
Motherwell . It is unlikely that junior club Yoker had scouts operating 
as	far	afield	as	Clackmannanshire	so	it	is	safe	to	assume	that	he	had	
moved to the Glasgow area some time between the Census in 1901 
and joining the Fir Park club in 1906 .

Yoker Athletic, nicknamed the Whe Ho, were formed in 1886 and 
still operate from their Holm Park ground in Clydebank, near the city 
of Glasgow boundary . As of 2013 they operated in the Super League 
First Division of the Scottish Junior Football League . Sadly, Yoker 
Athletic have no records surviving from that period so it is impossible 
to check how long George played for them .

I have long wondered why every published biographical note on 
George	gives	his	birthplace	as	Stonefield,	Lanarkshire.	His	birth	
certificate	does	not	give	a	precise	address	but	does	confirm	that	he	
was born in Menstrie, Clackmannanshire, and his birth was registered 
in the parish of Logie . It is clear that George moved to the west of 
Scotland to pursue his career as a baker sometime between 1901 and 
1906	and	it	is	possible	that	he	may	have	lived	in	Stonefield	(which	is	
now	part	of	the	town	of	Blantyre,	close	to	Motherwell)	at	some	time	
in his early working life .
This	is	not	the	only	occurrence	of	the	name	Stonefield	in	the	west	of	

Scotland . Much of the Gorbals area of Glasgow was built on the site of 
the historic estate and mansion of the Waddell family, which also bore 
the	name	Stonefield,	and	the	name	was	commemorated	in	an	elegant	
terrace overlooking the River Clyde . Just a stone’s throw away from 
Stonefield	Terrace	was	the	United	Co-operative	Baking	Society	whose	
massive complex of buildings was located in nearby McNeil Street .

Since George’s uncle James lived in Abbotsford Place and both 
of his brothers lived locally in Oatlands and Hutcheson town, it is 
quite possible that George also moved to the vicinity of Gorbals and 
found employment with the uCBS who were one of the area’s major 
employers . This may possibly explain his connection with the name 
Stonefield.
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1906/07 – MAKING HIS 
MArK AT FIr PArK

GEORGE Robertson signed for Motherwell Football Club 
on 30 June 1906 . Motherwell Football Club was a relatively 
young organisation having been formed when two local clubs, 

Glencairn and Alpha, merged in 1886 . In the early days of the club they 
had no regular league to play in and had to content themselves with 
challenge matches and the Lanarkshire Cup . Motherwell’s colours 
were initially blue and white reflecting those of each of the teams who 
combined	to	make	up	the	new	club.	The	club	finally	achieved	league	
status in 1893/94 when the Scottish League was expanded to two 
divisions and Motherwell were elected to take their place with nine 
other aspiring clubs in the Second Division . Motherwell were quickly 
nicknamed	The	Steelmen,	reflecting	the	town’s	association	with	the	
heavy	industries	prevalent	in	the	Lanarkshire	coalfield.	For	the	start	
of this new adventure the club changed their kit for this season to 
maroon shirts with exotic satin knickerbockers .
They	made	a	creditable	showing	in	their	first	season,	finishing	

in fourth place, six points behind the eventual winners Hibernian . 
Their	second	season	saw	them	even	better	placed,	this	time	finishing	
runners-up behind champions Hibernian (promotion was not 
automatic – third placed Clyde were invited to join the First Division 
after	1893/94).	The	next	three	seasons	found	the	club	continually	
slipping	down	the	league	table	finishing	third	bottom,	second	bottom	
and	then,	finally,	bottom	of	the	Second	Division	in	1897/98.
Their	form	continued	to	fluctuate	over	the	next	few	years	until	

1902/03	when	they	finished	runners-up	to	local	rivals	Airdrieonians	
and were promoted to the First Division . Motherwell struggled in the 
top	flight	and	actually	finished	bottom	of	the	table	in	1904/05	and	had	
to apply for re-election . They were ultimately saved from relegation 
when the First Division was expanded from 14 to 16 teams .
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The season before George joined the club they had reached their 
high	at	the	time	in	Scottish	football,	finishing	in	ninth	spot	in	the	
First Division . unlike the top English sides, most provincial clubs in 
Scotland employed part-time professionals who would come along to 
training	in	the	evenings	after	their	shifts	in	the	steel	works,	mines	and	
workshops of Lanarkshire, or, in George’s case, the bakery . 
George	was	pitched	straight	into	the	Motherwell	first	team	(squads	

were	small	then),	making	his	debut	in	a	pre-season	Western	League	
evening match with Kilmarnock on Wednesday 15 August 1906 at 
Fir Park . He obviously did not shape up well and Motherwell went 
down easily 4-0 . George was not mentioned in the match report which 
stated that the forwards performed reasonably but needed to improve 
their pace and shooting .
George	was	not	in	the	team	which	kicked	off	the	season	at	home	

to	Celtic	on	18	August	and	suffered	a	6-0	drubbing	which	left	them	
languishing	at	the	bottom	of	the	league	after	the	first	fixture.
Motherwell	stuck	with	their	regular	first-team	left-winger	Bob	

Findlay, a former internationalist with Kilmarnock, for the second 
match of the season, away to Queen’s Park when the Steelmen were 
again defeated, this time by the more respectable margin of 2-1 . 
Armour’s two goals put Queen’s in front with David Richmond scoring 
their	first	goal	of	the	season	just	before	the	break.	Motherwell	could	
have snatched a deserved equaliser late in the match but Queen’s 
goalkeeper Adams saved Findlay’s penalty kick .

George made his Scottish League debut in the home game against 
local rivals Airdrieonians on 1 September in front of a 7,000 crowd on 
one of the hottest days for many a year . Happily his debut was a scoring 
one as the teams drew 1-1 . The Motherwell Times reporter remarked, 
‘From	the	kick-off	the	Motherwell	forwards	made	headway,	and	put	
remarkable life into their play, notwithstanding the heat . Their energy 
was fully rewarded, however, for in less than four minutes Robertson 
had Duncan [the Airdrie goalkeeper] beaten with a clever shot .’

The players began to wilt in the heat and Graham grabbed a late 
equaliser for the Diamonds . Motherwell’s forwards came in for some 
criticism from the Motherwell Times man at the match who suggested 
they had a lot to learn in the art of goal-getting .

The Motherwell Times thought that Motherwell’s play deserved at 
least a share of the points against Falkirk at Brockville on 8 September . 
Logan put the Bairns in front and Simpson controversially added a 
second goal which the referee allowed despite Motherwell protests for 
a blatant handball . Reid deservedly pulled a goal back for the Steelmen 
before	half-time,	slamming	home	a	rebound	off	the	post.	The	referee	
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lost control of the game until the break and both sides were guilty of 
a series of niggling fouls .
Motherwell	were	effectively	reduced	to	ten	men	in	the	second	half	

with Donaldson limping badly . Despite concerted pressure the Fir 
Parkers could not penetrate the home defence and the game ended in 
a 2-1 win for Falkirk . The defeat saw Motherwell slip to the bottom 
of the table with only one point from four games .
Motherwell	were	confident	of	their	first	win	of	the	season	when	

they made the trip to Meadowside to take on Partick Thistle on 
15 September . Thistle started briskly and took the lead through 
McGregor who emerged from a ruck of players to beat ’Well keeper 
Montgomery .

George was having a good game but his shooting was lamentable 
and he missed a clear-cut chance to level the match . Gibson then scored 
a second for Thistle with a glorious 20-yarder and this prompted a 
Motherwell	revival.	After	a	tussle	in	the	penalty	area	Motherwell	were	
awarded a penalty and Willie Reid made no mistake from the spot .

Almost straight from the restart Reid picked up the ball and ended a 
great	solo	run	with	a	fine	equalising	goal.	The	half-time	break	came	at	
the wrong time for a clearly dominant Motherwell side and the teams 
took to the pavilion tied at 2-2 .
A	hastily	reshuffled	Thistle	side	started	the	second	half	better	

and McGregor gave them the lead again with a neatly taken goal . 
Motherwell pushed hard for the remainder of the game but couldn’t 
overcome Thistle’s strong rearguard action .

The Motherwell Times reporter felt that the home supporters needed 
the	patience	of	Job	in	waiting	for	that	elusive	first	win.	That	patience	
was to be tried again when St Mirren visited Fir Park on 22 September . 
Tom McDonald of Blantyre Victoria took over from Montgomery in 
goal but he couldn’t prevent Hamilton giving the visitors an early lead . 
George was having another good game on the wing but, once again, 
his shooting was poor and he scorned a number of chances .
James	 Sneddon,	 in	 his	 first	Motherwell	 game	 of	 the	 season,	

surprised Saints keeper Rae and himself with a long-range equaliser 
but Wilson put Saints back in front before the break . The second 
half	was	a	fiercely	contested	affair	with	the	home	side	having	slightly	
the better of the exchanges but neither side could add to their tally, 
leaving Motherwell propping up the table with only one point from 
a possible 12 .
Motherwell’s	first	win	of	the	season	finally	came	at	Fir	Park	on	29	

September when Aberdeen were defeated 3-2 . The Steelmen took 
the game to the visitors from the start and Reid gave them the lead 
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with a low shot which the Dons’ goalkeeper McFarlane could not 
save.	Aberdeen	had	a	chance	from	a	free	kick	but	the	Fir	Park	outfit	
broke and quickly resumed their attacks on the visitors’ goal . From 
one of these, according to reports, ‘Robertson put on a second goal 
for Motherwell’ . It was 2-0 to the home side at the interval and they 
seemed to have things well under control when Reid drove home a 
Richmond	cross	shortly	after	the	resumption.

George and his opposite wing George Nicol were performing 
really well and Motherwell were cruising to a 3-0 win with 15 minutes 
remaining but two goals in quick succession put Aberdeen well and 
truly back in the match . ’Well were hanging on desperately in the last 
few minutes but managed to secure the victory and the precious two 
points	which	lifted	them	off	the	bottom	rung	of	the	ladder.	

There was a bumper crowd at Douglas Park for Motherwell’s much-
awaited clash with local rivals Hamilton Academical on 6 October . 
Motherwell continued their good form from the early part of the 
Aberdeen match with both Nicol and George again showing up well 
and it was no surprise when Andy Donaldson put them ahead .
Hamilton	held	out	bravely	until	Nicol	fired	in	a	second	goal	through	

the legs of an Accies full-back to put the Fir Parkers comfortably ahead 
at half-time . ’Well threw everything at the beleaguered Accies defence 
in the second period but were only able to add another goal when 
Reid scored from Richmond’s excellent pass . The Motherwell Times 
reporter	was	delighted	with	the	whole	team’s	effort	but	singled	out	
Nicol, Richmond and George for special praise . 

Joint-leaders Dundee brought Motherwell back down to earth the 
following week, winning 3-0 at Fir Park . The defeat was no great 
surprise but home fans were disappointed that the Fir Parkers only 
managed	one	shot	on	target	in	the	first	period.	The	team	played	well	
in	midfield	but	carried	little	attacking	threat	against	the	much	larger	
and	more	physical	Dens	Park	outfit.	The	Motherwell Times remarked 
that, ‘the brilliant runs of both the home wings which so delighted 
the home forwards at Douglas Park the previous Saturday were absent 
on	this	occasion’.	Goals	from	Webb	and	Fraser,	in	the	first	half,	and	
Russell,	after	the	break,	secured	the	points	for	the	Dark	Blues.
Stewart	returned	for	his	first	outing	of	the	season	after	a	lengthy	

injury and Montgomery returned in goal for the match against 
Hibernian at Easter Road on 20 October . The match was fairly evenly-
contested with both sides having periods of dominance . Findlay gave 
Hibs	the	lead	in	the	first	half	but	Motherwell	fought	back	after	the	
break and only a last-ditch tackle by Main prevented George from 
equalising at the expense of a corner .
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The Steelmen drew level when Nicol picked up Stewart’s pass and 
shot against the legs of goalkeeper Rennie, the ball rebounding to 
Andy	Donaldson	who	slid	it	into	the	empty	net.	The	match	finished	
all square at 1-1 .

Motherwell disappointed at home to Clyde on 27 October, 
slumping to a 1-0 defeat by the Bully Wee . The home side were very 
much	in	charge	in	the	first	half	but	their	failings	in	front	of	goal	were	
to cost them dear . Clyde turned things around in the second period 
and Walker gave them the lead that their attacking play deserved and 
they also missed an opportunity from the penalty spot when the ball 
came	back	off	the	post.

The Motherwell Times reporter expressed his concern over the 
Steelmen’s	future	in	the	top	flight,	writing,	‘The	season	is	now	far	
enough advanced to give the followers of the game an opportunity 
of gauging the team’s chances in the League, and everything seems 
to point in the direction of the Fir Parkers having a life and death 
struggle to escape the ballot next year .’

These remarks provoked the perfect response from the players and 
Motherwell enjoyed a purple patch in November 1906, winning all 
four of their games that month . 
George	was	in	first-class	form	as	Motherwell	took	both	points	from	

their trip to Port Glasgow Athletic’s Clune Park on 3 November . The 
Motherwell Times reported, ‘Several excellent cross-passes came from 
Robertson, which frequently placed the Port goal in jeopardy . Shaw 
however saved well .’
Port	did	have	a	couple	of	chances	in	a	first	half	that	the	visitors	

dominated but, ‘Just before half-time Motherwell scored through 
[stand-in centre-forward] Miller, who accepted one of Robertson’s 
accurate centres .’

Port came back strongly in the second half and the ’Well defence 
was severely tested . Ritchie should have equalised for the home side 
from	the	penalty	spot	but	his	shot	cannoned	off	the	post	to	safety.	
Goalkeeper Montgomery was the hero for the visitors in the closing 
stages,	pulling	off	several	vital	saves	to	keep	his	goal	intact.

Motherwell climbed three places up to 13th in the table with a 
comfortable 3-0 win over Kilmarnock at Fir Park the following week 
although good football was not much in evidence . McDonald and 
Colman stood in for Montgomery and Rattray, absent through illness . 
In front of the poorest home crowd of the season, play swung initially 
from end to end . Miller raised the hopes of the home fans with the 
opening goal for the Steelmen and appeared to have clinched the 
match with a second goal just before the break .
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Kilmarnock	were	down	to	ten	men	after	half-time,	losing	Shaw	
through injury and Motherwell took advantage to secure the points 
when George netted his third goal of the season to complete the 
scoring . It was a far from impressive performance by the hosts and 
the Motherwell Times	thought	that	George’s	efforts	just	about	deserved	
pass marks, adding, ‘Robertson put in a few good runs, and was by no 
means the worst of the [forward] quintette .’

Motherwell fielded the same eleven players who defeated 
Kilmarnock the previous week for the home match with Morton on 
17	November.	The	Fir	Park	surface	was	soft	and	slippery	and	the	home	
side	were	first	to	adapt	to	the	difficult	conditions.	‘The	first	serious	
effort	at	goal	came	from	Robertson,	who	sent	in	a	shot	which	struck	
the cross bar,’ wrote the Motherwell Times .

Andy Donaldson eventually put Motherwell ahead and Alex 
McCallum soon made it 2-0 for the Lanarkshire men with a long-
range	effort	which	deceived	the	keeper.	The	home	forwards	were	in	
scintillating form and it was no surprise when John Miller continued 
his scoring streak by adding a third from close range . Nicol (though 
some	authorities	say	McAlpine)	grabbed	a	fourth	goal	before	the	
interval	to	put	the	home	side	firmly	in	control.

Morton made some positional changes in the second half and were 
much	more	effective	defensively	but	rarely	troubled	the	’Well	defence.	
Dart scored a late consolation goal for the Greenock side but the match 
was over as a contest by half-time . The Motherwell Times man at the 
match sang the praises of the home forwards who showed great dash, 
saying, ‘the wings being particularly clever’ .

The Motherwell team turned in their most impressive performance 
of the season in defeating Third Lanark at Fir Park to continue their 
fine	sequence	of	wins	in	November.	Motherwell	faced	a	strong	wind	in	
the	first	half	but	soon	put	visiting	goalkeeper	Brownlie	under	constant	
pressure . Miller in particular was proving to be a real handful for the 
Thirds defence and Brownlie had to be at his best to keep the score-
sheet blank .
The	relentless	threat	finally	told	and	Nicol	deservedly	put	the	

Steelmen ahead . Just before the interval Thirds broke down the right 
and Gilchrist drove home McGrain’s perfect cross to level the scores . 
Motherwell began the second half in determined fashion and Miller 
eluded	full-back	McGhie	two	minutes	after	the	restart	to	give	the	
home side the lead again .

Good fortune and good goalkeeping kept the Steelmen at bay for 
another	ten	minutes	when	Miller	fired	a	powerful	shot	past	Brownlie	
to	give	his	side	a	two-goal	lead.	Donaldson	finished	off	an	excellent,	
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flowing	Motherwell	move	which	appeared	 to	put	 the	home	 side	
three ahead but, according to the press, ‘The referee, to the surprise 
of	 everybody,	 gave	 off-side,	 and	 robbed	 the	Fir	Parkers	 of	 quite	
a legitimate goal .’ Very late on Thirds pulled a goal back from the 
penalty spot much to the annoyance of the home fans who felt that 
the whistle should have gone minutes earlier .

St Mirren ended Motherwell’s four-game winning streak on 1 
December at Paisley, winning by the only goal of the match . It was 
a	fiercely	competitive	game	and	the	referee	had	to	warn	some	of	the	
players to calm down . Motherwell were unlucky to lose the match . 
They conceded an own goal just before half-time and were reduced 
to ten men, when full-back Rattray had to retire injured and missed 
the entire second half . Despite these reverses the team gave a good 
account of themselves and were considered unlucky not to come away 
with a share of the points .

George was well to the fore as Motherwell continued their good 
form	with	a	fine	win	over	Hearts	at	Fir	Park	on	8	December.	The	
ground	was	soft	and	the	showery	weather	clearly	affected	the	day’s	
attendance . ‘The game opened briskly, and quite early Robertson 
had	a	fine	try	for	goal,	but	he	missed	the	mark	by	a	few	inches,’	wrote	
the Motherwell Times .

’Well centre-half Hugh McNeil was injured shortly into the match 
and	left	for	treatment.	He	was	able	to	return	later	but	was	a	limping	
passenger for the remainder of the contest . Despite this setback, 
according	to	the	newspaper,	‘The	first	goal	of	the	game	came	from	
Miller, who took up a nice centre from Robertson, and beat Allan .’

The home side had a chance to double their advantage when they 
were awarded a penalty just before the interval . Miller was entrusted 
with the kick and the Motherwell Times	reporter	claimed	that	his	effort	
was	nearer	to	the	corner	flag	than	the	goal.	The	Fir	Parkers’	fine	form	
continued	after	the	break	and	it	was	no	surprise	when	McAlpine	added	
a second goal with a clever shot . Hearts fought to get back into the 
game but could not break down the well-marshalled defence of the 
home side . This win against the odds helped Motherwell into 11th 
in the table . 

With Rattray, McNeil and Miller all absent through injury 
Motherwell were expected to struggle against fourth-placed Rangers at 
Ibrox on 15 December . Willie Reid was restored to the centre-forward 
berth and scored the single goal which defeated the side that he was 
destined to sign for two seasons later .

The weather was foggy and the recent snow and ice had created a 
treacherous surface . The early pace of the game was frenetic and both 
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sides made light of the conditions . The home side started well but the 
Steelmen came more into the match, a report read, ‘principally owing 
to the clever play of Robertson and Donaldson’ .

’Well went in front when Rangers goalkeeper Newbigging 
cleared a Donaldson effort and Reid picked up the ball and shot 
home . The Ibrox side pushed hard for the equaliser before half-
time but found ’Well keeper Tom McDonald in sparkling form . 
His defiance continued throughout the second period and included 
a miraculous stop late in the game when he was spread-eagled on 
the ground .

The Motherwell Times writer concluded his report with the news 
that Motherwell had been drawn against non-league Galston in the 
Scottish Cup . He expressed his disappointment that the match would 
not	be	a	great	financial	draw	but	felt	there	was	a	strong	chance	of	
Motherwell advancing to the next round . 

Such was the delight in Steelopolis at the win over Rangers, a few 
locals penned poems in praise of their heroes . One by J . McC . was 
printed in the columns of the Motherwell Times:

THE FIR PARK LADS
Shout harrah for the Fir Park lads,
We’re proud of them today,
With victory triumphant 
They’ve returned from the fray,
’Gainst a team that has few equals
They’ve brought away points two, 
An’ shown football admirers
What our Fir Park lads can do

CHORUS
Success attend our football lads –
If they’re only kept together –
They’ll rank among the foremost 
Of the lads that kick the leather .
The Thirds, the Hearts, an’ Rangers
Are trophies to their fame .
They’ve shown our two big cities 
That our lads can play the game

Play up, ye football heroes,
The football season’s young;
There’s glorious possibilities 
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Before the season’s done .
There’s honours for the winner
There’s trophies for to ‘cop’
When the League table is totted up 
They’ll	find	you	near	the	top

Play up lads, be cheerful,
Old Motherwell’s proud of you;
To make her famed for football
That task, she knows, you’ll do,
An’ see people in their thousands
Thronging along her pads
To watch her football heroes –
The gallant Fir Park lads

‘Such are the ups and downs of football,’ mused the Motherwell Times 
reporter in the 28 December issue . Following the euphoria over the 
team’s win over Rangers, Motherwell were humbled 2-0 by local rivals 
Hamilton Academical at Fir Park on 22 December . Motherwell were 
badly	hit	by	illness	and	injuries	and	George	missed	his	first	match	
since	becoming	an	automatic	choice	on	the	left	wing.
Accies	were	the	better	side	on	the	day	and	two	first-half	goals	by	

their	centre-forward	Forrest	gave	them	both	points	to	lift	the	team	
off	the	bottom	of	the	table	at	the	expense	of	Kilmarnock.	It	was	a	
passionate derby game and Accies’ McGettigan and Motherwell’s 
McCallum	were	both	sent	off	in	the	final	minute.	George	was	clearly	
missed and the Motherwell Times man remarked that Richmond, his 
replacement in the side, was ‘not a patch on Robertson’ . 

The severe winter freeze looked to have put paid to Motherwell’s 
home match with Hibernian on the last Saturday of 1906 but, 
surprisingly, the referee declared the Fir Park pitch playable although 
the	surface	was	hard	and	icy.	The	weather	badly	affected	the	attendance	
as few fans believed that the match would go ahead . Good football 
was impossible as the players struggled to keep their footing and 
numerous	chances	were	squandered	by	both	teams	in	a	goalless	first	
half . Motherwell had the better of the exchanges in the second period 
but neither side could put the ball in the net and, in the end, both were 
happy with a share of the points . 
Motherwell	closed	off	1906	with	a	good	3-2	away	win	against	Third	

Lanark on Monday 31 December . Cathkin Park had a loose covering 
of snow and the adverse weather conditions once again meant a poor 
turnout of spectators . Despite the conditions the players contrived 
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to put on a good show although some of their falls greatly amused 
the sparse crowd .
The	match	was	fairly	evenly-contested	in	the	first	half	and	it	was	the	

visitors	who	took	the	lead	when	Nicol	stabbed	home	a	cross	from	the	left	
wing.	Thirds	then	took	over	and	Munro	gave	them	the	equaliser	after	
Montgomery had blocked Johnstone’s shot . Despite their superiority 
Thirds couldn’t add to their tally and Reid put the Steelmen back in 
front when Thirds goalkeeper Needham missed his kick .
The	visitors	went	in	2-1	ahead	at	the	interval.	After	the	break	Reid	

added	a	third	goal	for	the	Fir	Park	outfit	and	the	Volunteers	scored	a	
second goal although the Motherwell Times	reporter	neglected	to	fill	in	
the scoring details . Motherwell held out for the win as Thirds pressed 
hard in the closing stages . 
George	missed	the	first	match	of	the	New	Year,	a	goalless	draw	away	

to	Port	Glasgow	Athletic	in	the	first	round	of	the	West	of	Scotland	
Shield on 2 January 1907 . Bob Findlay, who took George’s place on 
the	left	wing,	put	in	a	good	cross	which	Miller	just	failed	to	reach.	
McCallum	then	had	a	fine	shot	but	it	just	skimmed	past	the	post.	
Apart from these incidents Port were the principal aggressors but their 
shooting was extremely poor . The home side were on top for much of 
the match but couldn’t convert their territorial advantage into goals .
Motherwell	first-footed	local	rivals	Airdrieonians	at	Broomfield	

Park	on	5	January	in	the	first	league	game	of	1907.	Both	sides	made	
injury-enforced	changes	and	play	got	under	way	on	a	soft	slippery	
surface not conducive to good football .
Although	the	visitors	had	the	advantage	of	a	stiff	breeze	in	the	first	

half they could make little headway against a stout Airdrie defence and 
chances were evenly shared between the sides with the game reaching 
the halfway mark without any scoring . Motherwell performed better 
against the wind in the second period and McAlpine missed a simple 
chance which would have given his side the lead . Airdrie had chances 
too and once again Tom McDonald in the ’Well goal performed heroics 
to keep them at bay .
The	match	finished	goalless	which	was	probably	the	right	result	

on	balance	of	play.	George	had	another	good	game	on	the	left	wing	
where he and his partner Andy Donaldson were forming a formidable 
partnership .

The Motherwell Times carried news of a specially convened 
Scottish Football Association meeting to deal with a large number 
of disciplinary issues . It meted out a one-month suspension for 
Motherwell’s Alex McCallum for the incident with McGettigan in 
the match against Hamilton Academical .
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Partick	Thistle	were	the	first	visitors	of	1907	to	Fir	Park.	In	an	
entertaining opening spell, play swung from end to end with both sides 
scorning	a	few	chances;	Reid	being	the	chief	offender	for	the	Steelmen.	
Donaldson looked set to give ’Well the lead when he was brought down 
in the box and a penalty was awarded . Thistle keeper Howden got 
fingertips	to	the	ball	but	couldn’t	keep	out	Reid’s	spot-kick.

Motherwell were reduced to ten men when a Thistle defender fell 
on	the	grounded	figure	of	Donaldson	who	had	to	retire	with	an	injured	
back.	Thistle	were	then	awarded	a	penalty	after	a	foul	by	McLean	but	
Tom	McDonald	came	to	his	side’s	rescue	with	a	magnificent	save	to	
keep Motherwell in front .
Partick’s	numerical	advantage	eventually	paid	off	and	Kennedy	

levelled	the	scores	after	a	bout	of	pressure	from	the	visitors.	Motherwell	
were not done though and Hugh McNeil put them back in front just 
before the interval although Thistle players claimed that Howden had 
cleared	the	ball	off	the	line	(clearly	goal	line	controversies	go	back	a	
long	way).
It	was	a	second	half	punctuated	by	a	series	of	offside	decisions	as	

Motherwell went into a single back formation . This was to prove their 
undoing	as	McLean	stopped,	appealing	for	offside	but	the	referee	
allowed Thistle’s Gray to run through and score what proved to be 
the	final	goal	of	the	game.	The	Motherwell Times reporter was pleased 
with	the	2-2	draw	which	he	considered	creditable	after	playing	so	long	
without Donaldson and felt that George ‘put in some good work’ on 
the wing . Motherwell’s hard-earned point took them up to the heady 
heights of eighth in the table .

The reporter expressed his concern about Motherwell’s trip to 
second-placed Dundee minus Donaldson and McCallum but revealed 
that	the	directors	had	signed	John	McConnell	of	Ashfield	who,	he	
hoped, would be able to play at Dens Park . 

Despite their injury problems the Fir Parkers gave a really good 
account of themselves away to Dundee on 19 January 1907 . George 
made	an	early	dash	down	the	left	and	sent	in	a	quick	cross	which	was	
just missed by Reid . Dundee gradually began to take control of the 
game and the Motherwell defence had to be on their toes to keep out 
their	eager	forwards.	It	was	not	all	one-way	traffic	though	and	Nicol	
brought	out	a	fine	save	from	Dundee	keeper	Muir	before	half-time	
arrived without a goal being scored .
The	second	half	was	similar	to	the	first	with	the	home	team	in	charge	

but not able to convert any of their chances . They may have been made 
to	pay	for	their	profligacy	when,	with	ten	minutes	remaining,	Nicol	
put	Reid	through	but	he	slipped	at	the	final	moment.	The	supporters	
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were leaving the ground when former Motherwell favourite Fraser 
swung over a corner which was knocked into the net by Dundee’s 
inside-left,	McFarlane.	The	referee	almost	immediately	blew	the	final	
whistle	leaving	the	visitors	shattered	after	coming	so	close	to	earning	a	
crucial	point	against	the	high-flying	Dundee	side.	George	had	another	
fine	game;	his	runs	down	the	left	helping	to	relieve	the	pressure	on	
the Motherwell defence .

The weather intervened to postpone Motherwell’s Scottish Cup 
first-round	tie	against	Scottish	Football	Combination	side	Galston	on	
26 January . The draw for the second round had already been made 
and awarded the winner of this match a highly lucrative home game 
against Rangers . There was a thaw on the Friday before the match 
but the ground was considered to be still unplayable on the appointed 
Saturday.	Motherwell	offered	to	host	the	tie	at	Fir	Park	but	Galston	
were unwilling to yield up home advantage . 

The match was rescheduled for the following Saturday 2 February 
1907 and the weather was the winner once again although Motherwell, 
having made the trip to Galston, agreed to play out a ‘friendly’ on the 
snow-covered,	frosty	pitch.	The	match	finished	with	the	scores	level	at	
2-2 with Reid scoring both goals for the Steelmen . George was absent 
for	this	match	with	Bob	Findlay	making	a	rare	appearance	on	the	left	
wing for the visitors . 
George’s	first	Scottish	Cup	tie	was	in	the	replayed	match	on	9	

February 1907 when the Steelmen were surprisingly beaten 2-1 on 
Galston’s tight, muddy, little Riverside Park pitch . The Ayrshire men 
were obviously in the mood for this match and ‘put in some hard and 
plucky work’ according to the report, while their opponents, on the 
other hand, were struggling to come to terms with the small, non-
regulation pitch and the cloying glaur .
Both	sides	had	chances	 in	the	first	half	but	the	score	remained	

goalless at the break . Motherwell continued to try to play football in the 
second half but could not adapt to the deplorable ground conditions . 
The	First	Division	side	were	stunned	when	Galston’s	inside-left	Young	
beat ’Well full-back Rattray and opened the scoring for the Ayrshire 
men . When Morrison added a second minutes later, it was reported 
that ‘the hearts of the Motherwell fans sank into their boots’ .

Some desperate play from the Lanarkshire side saw McAlpine 
reduce	the	deficit	but,	try	as	they	might,	they	could	not	produce	an	
equaliser . The Motherwell Times felt that the Steelmen lost because, 
‘They tried to play nice football under impossible conditions .’
The	defeat	was	a	financial	disaster	for	the	club	who	would	have	

made a tidy sum from the visit of the mighty Rangers in the next round 
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and Motherwell might have fancied their chances against an Ibrox side 
that they had already beaten away from home .

The Motherwell Times bard-in-residence penned a lengthy poem 
which expressed the sense of disbelief felt by the townsfolk at the 
defeat of their heroes . It is too long and depressing to repeat in full 
but these two verses convey the sense of anguish felt by Motherwell 
supporters .

GALSTON’S WON
The shades of night were falling fast,
As out from Riverside was cast,
A youth who seemed to be in pain,
As he cried out time and again,
… Galston’s won .

A prying ‘Bobby’ then did say,
Young chap, wha’s won the tie the day,
He turned on him a withering eye,
And half evasive did reply,
… Galston’s won .

 
Back on league business the following week, Motherwell’s poor form 
continued with a 5-0 thrashing by Queen’s Park in front of their 
concerned home fans . The Motherwell Times reporter wondered 
whether	the	rot	had	set	in	at	Fir	Park	after	their	recent	good	form.	
The early play was fairly even but there was a hint of desperation in 
the Motherwell forwards’ shooting; almost as if they were anxious to 
atone for their Scottish Cup defeat .

Queen’s shooting proved to be somewhat superior and goals 
from Paul and Armour put them two ahead at the half-time whistle 
although they ‘were by no means value for this’ . A third goal, from a 
corner,	early	in	the	second	half	effectively	killed	the	game	and	home	
players’ heads began to droop . It was no surprise when the visitors 
rattled	in	a	further	two	goals,	one	of	which	came	in	the	final	minute.	
After	two	humiliating	defeats	Motherwell	steadied	the	ship	with	a	

creditable 2-2 draw against Aberdeen at Pittodrie on 23 February . From 
the start the visitors streamed towards the Dons goal and Nicol quickly 
had	the	ball	in	the	home	net	but	the	strike	was	disallowed	for	offside.	
Aberdeen gradually came more into the contest and McDonald had to 
concede	a	couple	of	corners	from	difficult	shots	by	the	home	forwards.

Motherwell’s attacks were more dangerous though and, according 
to the Motherwell Times, ‘McFarlane failed to clear a slow shot from 
Reid, and Robertson ran in and easily scored .’
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Aberdeen later equalised when Low converted from McDonald’s 
cross	but	Motherwell	stormed	back	on	the	offensive	and	won	a	penalty	
when Miller was tripped in the area . Reid strode forward and made 
no mistake from the penalty spot to give the visitors the lead at the 
break . Wilson equalised for Aberdeen early in the second half and 
the	home	side	increased	their	efforts	in	search	of	a	winning	goal.	
Both goalkeepers were kept busy in the latter stages and a draw was 
probably a fair result in the end . George was increasingly growing in 
confidence	and	his	pace	and	crossing	ability	was	becoming	a	feature	
of Motherwell’s forward play .
Motherwell	fans	were	left	wondering	what	might	have	been	in	the	

Scottish Cup when they succeeded in completing the league double 
over Rangers on 2 March . Rangers were missing four players on 
international duty but despite their loss they came closest to opening 
the	scoring	in	the	first	half	when	Hendry’s	shot	rattled	the	bar	and	
went over . Motherwell were having more of the game though and 
their	constant	pressure	finally	wore	down	the	strong	Rangers	defence	
when,	with	five	minutes	remaining,	Andy	Donaldson	got	the	goal	
which secured the points for the hosts .

The game was perhaps one of the best and most enjoyable seen 
on Fir Park that season . The home players all performed splendidly 
according to the Motherwell Times	scribe	and	George	was	the	first	to	
be mentioned in his report . ‘Robertson played a strong game, but he 
was well watched by the defence .’

Clearly opposition managers were beginning to sit up and take 
notice	of	the	dangers	posed	by	the	left-winger	in	his	rookie	season.	
The reporter concluded with a complaint from patrons of the Fir Park 
grandstand	regarding	the	‘filthy’	conditions	encountered	on	match	
day, particularly regarding bird droppings on the seats they had paid 
their hard-earned cash for . 

The Steelmen built on their good form from the Rangers match 
when seven days later Falkirk came calling at Fir Park . The cold and 
showery weather had kept the crowd down but those in attendance 
witnessed	a	sensational	start.	Almost	from	the	kick-off	Motherwell	
raced towards the visitors’ end ‘where Robertson centred beautifully, 
and Reid headed through’ . 

Falkirk came back strongly and came close with a couple of shots, 
one	of	which	rebounded	back	into	play	off	the	crossbar.	Motherwell	
gradually got back on top and added a second goal when keeper Allan 
could only parry Miller’s shot and Reid ran in to slip the ball into the 
net.	Nicol	fired	home	a	third	goal	to	give	the	home	side	a	well-deserved	
3-0	lead	after	45	minutes.
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Motherwell were well on top in the second half when some of the 
Falkirk players became a little physical and the referee was called in on 
several	occasions	to	speak	to	the	offenders.	The	referee	finally	‘awarded	
a penalty against Falkirk for Craig fouling Robertson within the line, 
and from this Reid scored the fourth and last goal of the game’ . The 
Motherwell Times man at the match was impressed with the entire 
team and felt that George and his opposite wing George Nicol put 
in some good work .

As in the past few games George was in excellent form against 
Morton at Cappielow on 16 March . George and Donaldson carried 
the main threat to the Greenock defence in the early part of the game 
but Morton, prompted by ex-Motherwell favourite Galbraith, came 
back	into	the	fray	and	the	first	half	finished	goalless	and	pretty	even	
territorially .

Morton started the second half briskly and Gillies gave them the 
lead	after	outstripping	McLean	and	sending	a	powerful	shot	past	
McDonald . Motherwell were stung into retaliation and laid siege to 
the	Morton	goal.	Their	efforts	were	rewarded	when	McConnell	found	
Nicol who cleverly beat ’Ton keeper Oliver .

This hard-fought match ended at 1-1 and the vital point gained saw 
Motherwell climb to seventh place in the First Division, the highest 
position they had occupied since joining the Scottish League . George 
and Donaldson combined well again but came in for some criticism for 
not delivering the ball earlier to the waiting Reid and Miller .

The Motherwell Times correspondent frequently remarked on the 
quality of George’s crosses and noted that he turned in a number of 
really strong performances later in the season . In the 3-2 defeat to 
bottom club Kilmarnock at Rugby Park on 23 March, played in the 
teeth of a gale-force wind, Motherwell found themselves 3-0 down 
at half-time . The wind reduced considerably in the second half but 
Motherwell used it to their advantage and fought back bravely .
Donaldson	almost	reduced	the	deficit	in	the	first	few	minutes	but	

the travelling Motherwell fans did not have long to wait for a goal . 
The	left-wing	pairing	of	Donaldson	and	Robertson	combined	well	to	
find	Miller	in	the	clear	and	he	easily	beat	the	Killie	keeper.	The	same	
player notched a second goal as Motherwell swarmed all over the 
overworked Killie defence .

The visitors piled on the pressure but no more goals were 
forthcoming	and	the	final	whistle	came	as	a	great	relief	to	the	home	
team and their supporters . The Motherwell Times applauded the 
fightback	and	thought	the	Steelmen	unlucky	to	lose.	The	newspaper	
wrote,	‘Motherwell	were	strongest	on	the	left	wing,	Donaldson	and	
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Robertson	playing	a	fine	game,	especially	Robertson	who	improves	
every Saturday .’ Despite this defeat Motherwell retained their seventh 
place in the league .

For the second time in the season Motherwell went down to a single 
goal	to	Clyde,	this	time	in	the	away	fixture	at	Shawfield	on	30	March.	
In a poor game Motherwell performed well below their recent form 
with	Nicol	spurning	several	opportunities	in	the	first	half.	Miller	
should have given them the lead but, with only the goalkeeper to 
beat, smashed the ball against the bar . Motherwell were made to pay 
for their slack play when Clyde centre-forward McLean mishit his 
shot	which,	luckily	for	the	home	side,	finished	in	the	net	for	the	only	
goal of the game . 

Motherwell were unfortunate not to pick up both points from their 
visit to Tynecastle on 6 April . They were vastly superior to Hearts on 
the day and their passing game gave the home defence considerable 
trouble.	Despite	controlling	the	first	45	minutes	the	visitors	could	not	
find	an	opening	and	the	match	remained	goalless	at	the	break.	Hearts	
improved considerably in the second period but neither side could 
capitalise on the many chances created .

The match appeared to be heading for a goalless draw when Yates 
snatched a goal for Hearts in the last few minutes . ‘This success seemed 
to put beyond doubt the issue of the game, but Motherwell came away 
grandly,	the	left	wing	sending	a	fine	pass	to	Nicol,	who	converted	it	
into a brilliant and well-deserved goal,’ wrote the Motherwell Times . 
The	final	whistle	immediately	sounded	giving	the	teams	a	share	of	
the spoils . 
Motherwell’s	final	home	league	game	of	the	1906/07	season	was	

against struggling Port Glasgow Athletic on 13 April . With nothing 
really at stake for both sides and a chilly wind blowing around Fir Park 
the poor turnout of spectators was not surprising .
Motherwell	had	the	advantage	of	the	strong	wind	in	the	first	half	

and	the	locals	were	confident	that	their	team	would	put	a	few	goals	past	
the visitors’ keeper . Nothing could have been further from the truth 
as the home forwards struggled to crack the visitors’ tight defence and 
even contrived to miss a penalty .

They fared better against the wind in the second half, having the 
bulk of the play, and it came as no surprise when Reid put them ahead . 
That proved to be the only goal of a disappointing match . Despite the 
acquisition of both points, the poor performance of the team ended 
the season on an anti-climactic note for their home fans . At the end 
of the match report the Motherwell Times correspondent revealed 
that the Motherwell directors had already signed up players, Rattray, 
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McCallum, McConnell, Sneddon and Robertson for the forthcoming 
1907/08 season . 

With only one league game remaining Motherwell turned their 
attention	 to	 the	 Lanarkshire	Cup.	 In	 the	 first	 round	 they	 faced	
Hamilton Garrison at Fir Park on 17 April in front of only a small 
attendance.	It	was	a	one-sided	affair	and	the	Steelmen	thrashed	the	
Garrison 7-0 having gone in 5-0 up at half-time . The scorers for 
Motherwell were Miller with three, Nicol, Donaldson, Robertson 
and James Stewart . No team lines were listed in the Motherwell Times 
for this match .
The	semi-final	of	the	Lanarkshire	Cup	was	played	on	Saturday	20	

April	at	Wishaw	and	was	an	acrimonious	affair.	The	appointed	referee,	
Mr Nisbet, who hailed from Cowdenbeath, was late in arriving so the 
teams had agreed to play a friendly match which was under way for 
about	20	minutes	when	the	official	appeared.	The	teams	were	then	
instructed	to	commence	the	cup	tie;	Wishaw	refused	and	left	the	field.	
Thistle were then persuaded to play but under protest . The match was 
hopelessly	one-sided	and	at	7-0	the	Wishaw	backs	left	the	field.	The	
match	finished	8-0	to	the	away	side	but	Wishaw	immediately	lodged	
an	official	protest.	The	Lanarkshire	Association	dismissed	Wishaw’s	
protest and the tie was awarded to Motherwell . The goals came from 
Reid	(four),	Donaldson	(two),	Stewart	and	Nicol.

Motherwell took the opportunity to try out a few new players in 
a friendly match with Hamilton Academical on Saturday 27 April 
at	Fir	Park.	The	Steelmen	fielded	some	players	that	they	hoped	to	
sign for the following season including Peggie of Hibs and Temple of 
Maryhill . The home side won a close and entertaining match 1-0 but 
the Motherwell Times did not list the teams or the scorer .

On Monday 29 April Motherwell narrowly beat Port Glasgow 
Athletic	1-0	in	the	delayed	replay	of	the	first	round	of	the	West	of	
Scotland Shield . Nicol was the scorer for the home side but, once 
again, the Motherwell Times did not provide any match details .
Despite	this	fixture	pile-up	Motherwell	attempted	to	complete	their	

league	fixtures	with	the	final	match	against	Celtic	at	Celtic	Park	on	
Wednesday 1 May in appalling weather conditions .
Motherwell	fielded	 their	 regular	first	 team	and	 they	made	 a	

brilliant start when Nicol, already in a rich vein of form, opened 
the	scoring	in	the	first	minute.	Orr	equalised	for	the	Celts	from	
the	 penalty	 spot	 after	McNeil	 had	 handled	 in	 the	 area.	 Reid’s	
magnificent	jinking	run	from	the	halfway	line	was	capped	by	a	fine	
shot to put Motherwell back in the driving seat . Celtic stormed back 
and Bauchop and Hamilton combined to get the home side back 
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on	level	terms.	At	the	end	of	a	breathless	first	half	the	teams	were	
locked together at 2-2 .

The second half continued in the same frantic manner and Somers 
gave Celtic the lead early on . Motherwell retaliated immediately and 
Reid put them back on level terms again . Bauchop put Celtic back in 
front as the match continued at a furious pace but 20 minutes from 
the end the referee blew his whistle to abandon the match with Celtic 
leading 4-3 . The abandonment meant that the result would not count 
and the match would have to be replayed .

It was reported in the Motherwell Times that the game had been 
played in ‘distressing conditions’ with all the spectators present 
huddling under a covered enclosure, most likely to avoid a typical 
west of Scotland rainstorm .

The Motherwell Times carried the news that East Stirlingshire had 
been beaten 3-0 in another friendly match at Fir Park on 4 May . This 
was another match arranged to try out some new players for the 
coming season but the paper did not give any details of the match . 
The Motherwell Times	reported	two	significant	pieces	of	player	news:	
Andy Donaldson had accepted terms for the following season and 
Bob	Findlay,	whom	George	replaced	in	the	left-wing	berth,	had	been	
transferred to Hamilton Accies . 

Motherwell’s involvement in the West of Scotland Shield ended at 
the	semi-final	stage	away	to	Clyde	on	Wednesday	8	May.	The	match	
was	a	tight	affair	with	the	Shawfield	men	winning	by	the	odd	goal	in	
three.	Clyde	had	the	advantage	of	the	high	wind	in	the	first	half	and	
pressed	continuously.	After	20	minutes	they	got	their	reward	when	a	
long-range shot from Walker surprised McDonald in the Motherwell 
goal . When Turner headed home Cowie’s corner the home side were 
very much in command .

Motherwell fought back and Reid burst past the two Clyde full-
backs to latch on to McConnell’s through-ball to put the Steelmen 
back in the hunt . Reid came close again before the interval when his 
shot clipped the bar and bounced over . With the wind at their backs 
Motherwell pounded the Clyde defence in the second period but they 
could not get the vital breakthrough and the Bully Wee advanced to 
the	final.	

In a warm-up for the Lanarkshire Cup Final Motherwell travelled 
to Peebles to take on the local Rovers in another friendly match on 
Saturday 11 May . The Steelmen came out on top 1-0 and again the 
Motherwell Times gave no details of the game .

The Lanarkshire Challenge Cup was won for the fourth time in the 
club’s history when Motherwell defeated Airdrieonians 1-0 at neutral 
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Douglas Park, Hamilton on Monday 13 May 1907 in front of a crowd 
of 3,500 . Motherwell lined up with: Montgomery, Colman, McLean, 
McConnell, McNeil, McCallum, Nicol, Stewart, Reid, Donaldson, 
Robertson . According to the Motherwell Times	the	first	half	was	a	
tense,	closely-fought	affair	with	few	chances	falling	to	either	side,	and	
half-time arrived without any scoring . 

The newspaper wrote, ‘Motherwell resumed in promising fashion 
and were soon swarming round Duncan [the Airdrie keeper] like bees, 
his charge having a miraculous escape, as nearly all the forwards had 
a shot at goal .

‘Airdrie were kept defending for some time, the crosses of Nicol 
and Robertson causing them no end of trouble, and had Motherwell 
got a goal at this time it would have been no more than they deserved . 
Stewart did try on several occasions to give his side the lead, but his 
shooting	was	a	bit	off.	

‘The Broomfield lads were now working desperately, but 
Motherwell’s half-backs were playing a strong game and seldom 
allowed	them	over	mid-field.	
‘After	20	minutes’	play	Robertson	fastened	on	to	the	ball	and	despite	

the close attention of Davidson he crossed right in front of goal, and 
Reid lying handy banged it against Duncan and from the rebound 
Stewart	slipped	the	ball	to	Nicol,	who	had	no	difficulty	in	finding	
the net . 
‘A	strong	appeal	by	Rombach	for	offside	was	useless,	the	referee	

having no hesitation in awarding the goal .
‘From this to the end Motherwell easily held the upper hand, 

on several occasions coming within an ace of scoring, McConnell 
and Robertson having several good tries at goal, which were luckily 
stopped before reaching the net . For the winners the best men were 
McLean, McNeil, Nicol, and Reid . Airdrie – Duncan, Davidson, 
McGran, Hunter, and Thomson .’
This	single-goal	victory	was	Motherwell’s	first	appearance	in	the	

final	since	their	3-1	win	over	Hamilton	Academical	in	1901.	The	
handsome trophy was presented to the team in the Royal Hotel (Mr 
Dodd’s)	where	each	team	toasted	the	other	and	the	proceedings	were	
closed by the singing of ‘Auld Lang Syne’ . 

I am now the proud owner of George’s medal from that Lanarkshire 
Cup Final which he presented to his mother and was passed down 
to me via my grandmother and then my father . It is nice to have a 
tangible link with George and an event which took place over one 
hundred years ago . The medal bears the legend ‘Lanarkshire Football 
Association’ on the front and is inscribed on the reverse:
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WON BY MOTHERWELL F.C.
1906/07
G. ROBERTSON
Motherwell	were	finally	able	to	conclude	their	1906/07	First	Division	
programme on Wednesday 15 May when they visited Celtic Park 
to replay the match abandoned two weeks earlier . The strong wind 
favoured	the	Bhoys	in	the	first	half	and	they	took	full	advantage	to	
put the visiting defence under extreme pressure . Motherwell resisted 
well	but	after	30	minutes	Bauchop	beat	McDonald	with	a	good	shot	
to put the league champions ahead .

Motherwell dug in and were able to get to half-time only one goal 
behind . With the wind in their favour, Motherwell were a vastly 
improved side in the second half and Reid came up with an equalising 
goal with 25 minutes to go . The visitors almost snatched a winner in 
the	closing	minutes	but	the	match	finished	level	at	1-1,	probably	a	fair	
reflection	of	the	play.	

The point gained from the last match raised Motherwell’s points 
total	to	33,	their	highest	since	joining	the	top	flight	of	Scottish	football.	
At one point in mid-March they stood seventh, the highest place they 
had	occupied	in	the	First	Division.	The	team	finally	finished	tenth,	
one place lower than the previous season when they registered only 26 
points . Willie Reid was the club’s top scorer in league and cup matches 
with	16	goals,	the	only	player	to	reach	double	figures.	

Although George’s form faded in the closing matches of the season 
he	could	be	rightly	proud	of	his	contribution	to	the	team	in	his	first	
season in senior football . He had displaced the regular incumbent in 
the	team	(a	former	international	player)	and	become	an	automatic	
choice	in	the	left-wing	position.	His	performances	in	the	early	stages	
of his career were mostly workmanlike as the young man learned his 
trade against more seasoned campaigners but his reputation grew 
as the season progressed and defences became aware of the threat 
he posed with his pace and crossing ability . Towards the end of the 
campaign he was being more tightly marked than he was in his early 
matches . 

Apart from one week out through injury in December 1906 and 
missing	the	first,	abandoned,	Scottish	Cup	tie	at	Galston	in	February	
1907	and	the	first	round	of	the	West	of	Scotland	Shield,	George	was	
an	ever-present	for	the	rest	of	the	season.	In	his	first	season	with	
Motherwell he scored a total of four goals in his 31 league appearances . 
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SCOTTISH LEAGUE FIRST DIVISION 1906/07
  Pl W D L F A Pts
 1 Celtic 34 23 9 2 80 30 55
 2 Dundee 34 18 12 4 53 26 48
 3 Rangers 34 19 7 8 69 33 45
 4 Airdrieonians 34 18 6 10 59 44 42
 5 Falkirk 34 17 7 10 73 58 41
 6 Third Lanark  34 15 9 10 57 48 39
 7 St Mirren 34 12 13 9 50 44 37
 8 Clyde  34 15 6 13 47 52 36
 9 Heart of Midlothian 34 11 13 10 47 43 35
10 Motherwell 34 12 9 13 45 49 33
11 Aberdeen  34 10 10 14 48 55 30
12 Hibernian 34 10 10 14 40 49 30
13 Greenock Morton 34 11 6 17 41 50 28
14 Partick Thistle 34 9 8 17 40 60 26
15 Queen’s Park 34 9 6 19 51 66 24
16 Hamilton Academical 34 8 5 21 40 64 21
17 Kilmarnock  34 8 5 21 40 72 21
18 Port Glasgow Athletic 34 7 7 20 30 67 21

MOTHERWELL APPEARANCES AND GOALS 1906/07
 League Scottish Cup
   Apps  Goals Apps Goals
Colman, Donald 12 0 0 0
Donaldson, Andrew 33 4 1 0
Findlay, Robert 2 0 0 0
Laughlan, John  1 0 0 0
McAlpine, William 13 1 1 1
McCallum, Alexander 30 1 1 0
McConnell, John 6 0 0 0
McDonald, Thomas 23 0 1 0
McLean, John 30 0 1 0
McMillan, David 3 0 0 0
McNeil, Hugh 31 1 1 0
Millar, John 21 9 0 0
Montgomery, John 11 0 0 0
Nicol, George 33 7 1 0
Rattray, James 27 0 1 0
Reid, William 27 16 1 0
Richmond, David 6 1 0 0
Robertson, George Clarke 31 4 1 0
Sneddon, James 26 1 1 0
Stewart, James  8 0 0 0


